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In a world where time is money, sign-makers and display producers 

need to streamline their processes and ensure consistent results across 

all their applications. 

Asanti from Agfa Graphics is designed to bring a very efficient 

solution to all users of wide-format printers, helping them to grow 

their efficiency by improving and simplifying all the steps needed 

from ordertaking through to outputting the final product. Asanti takes 

control of workflow procedures, removing the margin for error with 

sophisticated PDF-based functions that lead to true automation.

Asanti’s workflow optimisation enhances all processes, removing the 

disadvantages caused when having to implement a variety of different 

tools and options. As well as reducing costs and time, the complexity of 

the pre-press operation is reduced significantly, with the elimination of 

errors and eradication of reworked jobs.

Streamline your workflow
It is becoming increasingly important in today’s economy for sign-

makers and display producers to save time and increase their efficiency. 

Achieved by minimising repetitive manual intervention, Asanti has 

removed the hit-and-miss elements of print production so that 

companies can integrate all of their pre-print elements, and the result 

is a fully accountable order-to-print quality management solution. 

The comprehensive integration of file handling, colour management 

and pre-flighting, means that jobs will be error-free and ready to 

send to wide-format output devices. By relying on the latest version 

of the industry standard APPE (Adobe PDF Print Engine), all parts of 

the process benefit from JDF-enabled compliance and automated 

accountability.

Become more efficient
Workflow automation increases productivity, removes bottlenecks, 

lowers waste and leads to overall greater efficiencies. Working with 

multiple incoming file types and a variety of outgoing print devices 

can be prone to errors which are exacerbated when different operators 

work to variable standards and formats. Asanti consolidates gathered 

data, generating a true PDF-based workflow and generating consistency 

throughout all pre-press operations. 
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Integrating functions
Asanti’s advanced functionality generates compatibility to make sure that each process within the workflow 

is streamlined in such a way as to make automation a practical reality via a uniform intuitive user interface. 

Using a standardised JDF compliant job ticketing system means that all content and colour is controlled and 

automated from start to finish, regardless of the output device. Full integration with RIPs and third-party print 

production systems enhances the functionality while maintaining simplicity in operation.

Maintaining consistency
The creation of content leads to ultimate consistency, dependent on quality which is fit for purpose and 

beyond, plus integrity of all job components. In today’s quality-driven market-place, it is essential to make 

sure that all the elements are correct, from colour, through profiling, to output requirements. With Asanti, 

colour settings can be generated and applied once, and controlled automatically, maintaining correct 

emulation of spot colours and Delta E parameters for multi-device consistency. Requirements for matching 

Pantone process colours and ICC compliant profiles to ISO12647-2, Fogra and G7 can also be automated for 

accurate results that match industry standards. 

Asanti gives users end-to-end quality for reliable and accurate colour fidelity and performance, offering full 

compatibility with pre-determined ICC profiles as well as the ability for users to generate their own custom 

profiles. As a key ingredient within a successful workflow, Agfa Graphics has ensured full process optimisation 

so that predictable results are guaranteed across all output devices.

Optimising productivity
Optimum production speeds are essential for all today’s wide-format printer users, and efficient throughput 

is relied upon to get the right results first time and every time. Asanti’s comprehensive functionality takes 

workflow down to its roots, based on the principle that streamlining every process ensures fast turnaround 

times. These speeds are guaranteed by managing time-consuming data preparation and implementing full 

automation in an accurate manner. By generating overall efficiencies through every step of the pre-press 

and production, Asanti makes sure that every element in the process is correctly implemented and validated 

prior to printing. This gives printer users peace of mind that can only be generated through using a fully 

accountable end-to-end quality management system.

Driving multiple devices
Today’s wide-format specialists usually have multiple print devices, often using different ink formulations. 

Thus it is essential for results to be consistent regardless of machine width, numbers of colours in a specific 

engine, and materials being printed. 

With Asanti it is straightforward to create and RIP data only once, regardless of print device, making it  

simple to drive wide-format engines of all sizes and types, from a variety of different manufacturers. 

Optimising printer use allows operators to work with the same job data and output it from multiple engines, 

thereby saving time and enhancing consistency throughout. 
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Eliminating errors
Pre-press mistakes can be costly and wasteful, and no wide-format print producer wants to be involved 

in time-consuming re-prints. The only way to eliminate mistakes and make them a problem of the past 

is by using specialist workflow options. The advanced functions present in Asanti remove the margin for 

error by ensuring that all parameters are correct before printing begins. Its intelligent features remove 

the guesswork when setting up jobs, and its advanced automation flags up errors and warnings during the 

pre-flight process, leading to perfect results every time.

Pre-flight
The value of Asanti’s pre-flighting proves itself in time and cost savings when users are able to avoid 

errors that might show up during the production process. No longer do operators have to worry about the 

format and resolution of image files, unwanted RGB content, corrupt and missing fonts, or the appearance 

of non-printing and hidden data and objects. Automatic checking of the PDF takes away the hit-and-miss 

elements of file preparation, ensuring layers and transparency are handled correctly, and flagging up 

warnings and listing problems which will show in the final printed output.

Asanti’s powerful pre-flighting speeds up production throughput, reducing idle time on wide-format 

printers, and standardises all processes to simplify workflow and eliminate production errors. The result is 

greater quality control, faster turnaround and lower waste.

Easy-to-use interface
Asanti is designed to enhance the productivity of all output devices, whether a sign-maker or display 

producer has experience of fully-feature workflow software or is a first-time user. Set-up and operation is 

logical and straightforward, based on industry-standard algorithms and nomenclature to provide an easy-

to-use interface. 

The power and freedom of APPE
The integration of the latest version of Adobe PDF Print Engine (APPE) brings new levels of freedom 

throughout the design and print process, generating PDF master files that contain all the elements 

required for reproduction yet removing the need for manual intervention during the workflow process. 

Incorporating JDF control means that processes that are device dependent are driven by instructions 

within APPE, giving greater control of the workflow and optimisation of output quality, with PDF 

technology giving end-to-end consistency across all devices.

Be prepared – now and in the future
In order to remain competitive, sign-makers and display producers must focus on efficiency and reliability, 

reducing costs and time and elimination errors. The purpose of Asanti is to enable users to drive their 

businesses forward by providing a user-friendly environment that handles all workflow requirements. 

Complex pre-press functions are now simplified and automated, leading to more efficient working 

practices and resulting in overall accountability.

:Asanti from Agfa Graphics is the most comprehensive single solution for the sign and display industries 

searching for seamless integration of all the tools and elements involved when producing perfect prints.
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